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LEARNING BY DOING  
@AVLON SHIKSHA NIKETAN

In modern times, the definition of a good management college largely depends on its ability to  
offer practical exposure. Therefore, top management colleges in India focus entirely to create  
industry-ready employable candidates by providing practical platforms like internships, industry  
visits & corporate conclaves. Thus, in these times of cut-throat competition where everyone strives  
hard for a successful career, practical exposure turns out to be of prime importance.

Benefits of Practical Exposure to management Students

Builds Confidence: More often than not, students with no work experience aspire to pursue a  
professional degree to fulfill their management career aspirations. With practical exposure like  
internships & industry visits, they get just that chance to experience how corporate works in real  
life which in turn builds their confidence in no small measure.

Networking: Working as an intern opens up the door for aspiring management students to meet
& know new people. These new acquaintances, if handled well, can turn out to be their potential
mentors, professional references, or prospectiveemployers.

Build Skills, Enhances Knowledge: Handling a practical project involves the students performing  
many tasks & responsibilities. It may require them to learn new skills & acquire additional  
knowledge. In the process, they end up mastering new skills & polishing the existing ones.

Strengthen the Foundation: It is a well-known fact that we learn more by doing & experiencing.  
This is because our brain is more likely to retain the information gained by doing things in real life.  
Hence, when students apply the concepts learned in their classroom to the real world, it  
penetrates deeper & of course, they would never be able to wipe it off, ever.

We at Avlon Shiksha Niketan provide multiple opportunities for our students to learn from the  
industry throughout the curriculum. One such opportunity was the aviation Internship Under
the Airports Authority of India at Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose International Airport, Kolkata, 2020.
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ACADEMIC TEAM  
AVLON

MR. SUSHANTA SIL - Assistant Professor (Aviation)

Mr. Sushanta Sil has 15years of experience with different departments in  
Aviation and an expert with Ground Services operation. He is decorated with  
commendations from DGCA, BCAS and Jet Airways and is trained and led teams  
during his time with Jet Airways once a leading International Airlines and Flag  
carrier of India. He is a Commerce Graduate from St. Xavier’s College, Kolkata  
and an MBA from National Institute of Business Management specializing in  
Marketing and HR. He is also Board of Studies Member at North Bengal  
University. With the vision of ‘Learn What Nation Wants’, he has been leading  

Avlon Institutes as a General Manager.

DR. PARAMITA CHAKRABORTY - Assistant Professor(English)

Dr Paramita Chakraborty has been awarded PhD degree for her doctoral  
thesis on “Narrating the self: A Study of Confession in the Autobiographies of  
Nayantara Sahgal, Amrita Pritam, Kamala Das and Shobha De”. She has

published 5 scholarly papers in national and international journals, has co-edited  
world conference souvenir, published poems and writes blogs. With a teaching  
experience of over 5 years, she believes in sharpening the keenness of her  

students and excelling them in the subject.

DR. MITA SENGUPTA - Assistant Professor (Management)

Dr. Mita Sengupta holds a PhD in Management from Shri JJT University.  
She is focused on creating value for her students using her knowledge of  
business administration. She firmly believes a teacher can inspire hope and  
ignite the imagination of the students.

MS. DEEPIKA CHETTRI - Assistant Professor, Aviation  
(Head of TeamAcademics)

Ms. Deepika Chettri has an experience of almost 15 years in the field of service  
industry as well as in Training & Development & Academics. She was awarded  
with the Best Guest Handling awards & many more. With her strong will power  
& determination she guides her peers with a affirmation of positivity, integrity &  
honesty so that they are transformed into well trained individuals.
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MS. TANUSRI CHATTERJEE - Assistant Profesor (Hospitality)

Ms Tanusri Chatterjee joined as a Hospitality Faculty in “Avlon” recently. She has  
a working experience of 20 years and holds a degree in Hotel Management from  
IHM and MBA(HR) from ICFAI. As a mentor she nurtures students get wings to  
their dreams and believes that every student is unique.

MS. DEEPA TAMANG - Assistant Professor (Tourism)

Faculty of Tourism in BBA/BBMTAH University of North Bengal and Panchanan  
Burma University Ms. Deepa holds a degree of MTM and has an experience of  
ten years in the academic field. She is a Board of Studies of Dept of BBATAH  
University of North Bengal.

MR. HEMASHISH ROY-Assistant Professor (Aviation)

Mr. Hemashish Roy is a dedicated and proficient Professional who holds an
M.B.A Degree in Airline, Airport Management and H.R Management from  
National Institute of Business Management (N.I.B.M). He has an experience of  
over 14 years in the Aviation field. Reliable, Versatile and Willing to learn and  
succeed personality of him encourages his students to dream that greater  
heights can be achieved through determination and hard work. As a trainer of  
the Aviation Sector he not only teaches his students but also energizes them  
for a bright futureahead.

MS. RINKI JAISWAL- Assistant Professor (Management)

Mrs. Rinki Jaiswal is a Competent and diligent professional with more than 5  
years of end-to-end experience in HR Operations, she has an extensive industry  
experience in resourcing and sourcing such as technical recruitment, resource  
management and resource allocation.She has an excellent understanding of  
Human Behaviour & Performance, HR Policies & Procedures, Hands on  
experience in Payroll Processing. Apart from her active involvement in the  
academics department, she is working as HR Manager & Placement Coordinator  
of Avlon Institute and handles all HR Operations & Placement Cell.
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MS. SWETA GUPTA - Assistant Professor (Spoken EnglishSpecialist)

Ms. Gupta is a post-graduate from CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY. With an experience  
of over in teaching & training students of various age-groups, she believes in  
“Education is the manifestation of divinity/perfection already in man" (rightly  

defined by Swami Vivekananda). She possess trilingual fluency in English, Hindi,  
Bengali & have strong command on English Grammar and is working as English  
Trainer with Avlon ShikshaNiketan.

MS. MRINALINI DEB - Assistant Professor (English)

An M.A Degree holder in English Literature from the acclaimed University of  
North Bengal, Siliguri, Ms. Mrinalini Deb, has earned her the “all over batch  
topper” of her graduation batch (2009-2012), from International College For Girls,  

Jaipur now known as The IIS University, Jaipur. Her aim is to enlighten her  
students with the beauty of the language of English Communication. English  
Communication plays a vital role in the field of Aviation, Tourism and Hospitality.  
Her creative mania has always motivated students to take a step further to  
achieve the goal of life

MS. MAHASWETA GUHA - Assistant Professor (English)

Ms. Mahasweta Guha is a Post Graduate in English literature from Osmania  
University Hyderabad with an experience of 18yrs in the education field.
Training IELTS TOFEL candidates as well as medical professionals for OET is a  
part of her teaching experiences. Voice and accent training for people going  
for BPO jobs has been her strong points. She has been an excellent educator  
associated with us as theEnglish Faculty.

MR. ANIRBAN NIYOGI - Assistant Proffessor,Tourism

Mr. Anirban Niyogi, currently working with us as Tourism Faculty is a post  
graduate in Tourism in from Burdwan University. He has also cleared CBSE-UGC  
NET Examination in Tourism Administration and Management. With an overall  
work experience of 9 years, he is a dedicated professional and grooms for the  
industry experience.
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MR. DEBABRATA DAS - Faculty ofBBA/TAH DEPT

Mr. Debabrata Das, Faculty of BBA/TAH DEPT. of both North bengal university  
and panchanan burma university having MBA degree in Finance and Marketing  
with PGP in ERP From NSHM SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT. He has a 4 year’s  
professional experience in Brewery (UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED, UB group) and  
Retail banking industry (INDUSIND BANK and SHRIRAM FINANCE) also more  
than 4 years academic experience with different colleges.

MRS. SUDESHNA THAKUR - Assistant Professor(Hospitality)

With more than 8 years of industry expriencein different star category hotels,  
restaurants in India & more than 3 years of exprience in academics, Mrs Thakur  
has done Diploma in Hotel Operations from London Centre of Management. To  
further enrich herself she is also pursuing a Bachelors in Tourism Studies from  
Indira Gandhi National Open University.

MR. AJAY DAFADAR - AcademicFacilitator

Mr. Dafadar has a vast experience of 35 years in Aviation (both military & civil).  
He was adjudged “Best In Trade” on completion of initial training in Air Force as  

an Air Field Safety Operator and was conferred with a medal & trophy. A  
Recipient of Commendation from Air Officer Commanding, Air Force Station  
Bagdogra, he was declared “USTAD” (Ultra Skilled in Trade and Allied Duties) by  
a Board of Officers, he was conferred with a trophy for the “Best Speaker in  
English Speaking” during management course at Administrative Training  

Institute, Air Force. He was a faculty member of Go Airline (India) Limited for  
imparting various training to Operational Team Members across network  
stations in India and is the Academic Facilitator at Avlon Shiksha Niketan.

MR. SUSHOVAN SAMADDER - Academic Facilitator

An alumnus of ISM, Ranchi and Madurai Kamaraj University; Madurai having  
specialization in Hospitality, Aviation and Tourism Management, Mr. Samadder  
has an experience of over 26 years in the field. He is also stung by the creative  
instinct. His contribution in transforming students into the future industry  
leaders is worth mentioning.
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

I can relate how I was before joining Avlon  
Shiksha Niketan and what I am today. Avlon  
Shiksha Niketan has transformed me into a  
better person am today. Avlon Shiksha  
Niketan has transformed me into a better  
person who is confident, well groomed and  
with good communication skills. I would like  
to thank Avlon Shiksha Niketan and entire  
faculties for bringing this transformation
in me. Thank you!

NIKITA GURUNG

Cabin Crew, Go Air

At Avlon Shiksha Niketan the approach to  
learning is unique, highly personalized and  
guaranteed to ensure to meet our potential.  
Lectures are all from the industries and the  
bring rich experience and industry insight to  
daily classes. I got my wings to fly high from  
Avlon Shiksha Niketan

NATASHA JHUJHARSINGKA

Cabin Crew, Indigo

We have a lot of one-to-one time with  
teachers and you don’t feel excluded. You  
can always go and find them and talk to  
them and they are always happy to help  
you. And not only my teacher, if I wanted to  
speak to another subject teacher I can just  
go to anyone I want and speak to them  
because they are all so friendly and they  
are there...

ARMAN KHA

Customer ServiceExecutive,  
GoAir

The faculties of Avlon Shiksha Niketan are outstanding. They all are very much dedicated, hard  
working and talented. They are so much inspiring and encouraging and to be guided by such  
experienced faculties is a wonderful thing. When I first joined Avlon Shiksha Niketan I was very  
shy nature, poor public speaker and an introvert. But today by the end of my course I see myself  
overcoming these shortcomings and I owe this to all of amazing faculties. Thank you very much  
dear teachers and I’m blessed to have you all in my life.

DIKSHA RAI

Front Office Associate, LemonTree

We all students are blessed with the kind  
of faculty members Avlon Shiksha Niketan  
gave, whoguided, motivated and helped  
to enhance our personality during the  
course. My dream was to work with airline  
companies and it was only possible  
because of Avlon Shiksha Niketan. I have  
learned how to be well groomed and  
communicate

SUBHASHISH DHAR

Customer ServiceExecutive,  
Jet Airways
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OUR SUCCESSFULACHIEVERS

Satyamita Thapa

Cabin Crew, IndiGo

Manisha Pradhan

Cabin Crew,Spicejet

Sahnaz Banu

The Park Hotel

Sonam Eden

Cabin Crew, AirArabia

Yajib Chettri

Ground Staff,Spicejet

Jeena Pradhan

Cabin Crew,Spicejet

Jaysree Sarkar

Cabin Crew, AirAsia

Rukshar Nawajoo

Ground Staff, GoAir

Sumitra Tamang  
The Park Hotel  

Mumbai

Mingma Lama

IndiGo Airlines (6E)

Pratham Baidh  
Centrum Bagdogra  

Airport

Smriti Rai & Ishika Rai

The Park Hotel  
Kolkata

Prabek Chhetri

IndiGo Airlines (6E)

Soham Sarkar

Air Asia

Prena Gurung

SpiceJet

Sangam Pradhan  
Montana Vista  

SIliguri
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Nikita Gurung

GoAir

Earrine Lawrence  
Mukhia
GoAir

Dikcha Rai  
Lemon Tree  

Hotels

Suraj Lama

IndiGo

Surakcha Rai  
Lemon Tree  

Hotels

Ruksana Rai

GoAir

Priya Sarkar  
The Park Hotel  

Mumbai

Piyali Roy  
Choudhury

Cabin Crew, IndiGo

Biswajit Pal  
Airport Cashier  

Mumbai

Pampa Chaudhury  
Airport Cashier  

Mumbai

Swagata Mukherjee

Cabin Crew, IndiGo

Payel Das, Ankita Sarkar  
Customer Service Agent  

Gulf Air

Pooja Soren  
Retail, Kolkata  

Airport

Rohit Kumar  
TajSATS Air  

Catering Ltd

Puja Chakraborty

Cabin Crew,SpiceJet

Nisha Minz

Cabin Crew, IndiGo
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OUR RECRUITING
PARTNERS

HOSPITALITY

AVIATION
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COOCH BEHAR COLLEGE

2 No, Kalighat Road, Cooch Behar,  
Pin No.-736101

ALIPURDUAR MAHILA MAHA VIDYALAYA

New Town Po, Loharpool,Netaji  
Road Pin No.-736121

PRASANNADEB WOMEN’S COLLEGE

Club Road, Jalpaiguri, WestBengal  
Pin No.-735101

SAROJINI NAIDU COLLEGE FOR WOMEN

30, Jessore Road, K B Sarani,Golpark
Pin No.-700028

SILIGURI COLLEGE

College Para, WestBengal  
Pin No.-734001

OUR PRESENCE

OUR INFRASTRUCTURE
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